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Abst ract - -Exact  dynamical models for entropy production and entropy flow are introduced by 
means of the complex spectral representation a d illustrated by using a simple conservative Hamil- 
tonian system for multileveled atoms coupled to an external time-dependent field. The dynamical 
form of the ?/-function is introduced corresponding to the Pciedrichs model coupled with the external 
periodic force. The external force destroys the monotonicity ofthe ?/-function evolution and leads to 
a model for the "entropy flow". As the result of competition between the dissipation i side the system 
and the regeneration f the excited states due to the external field, there appears asteady structure 
of the emitted field around the unstable particle, which corresponds to the "dissipative structure" 
and is intrinsic to the system as it does not depend on its initial preparation. The behavior of the 
74-function is investigated for the "velocity inversion experiment". 
Keywords--Irreversibility, Complex spectral representations, T/-function, Nonequilibrium struc- 
ture, Velocity inversion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Boltzmann, physics has been plagued by the "time paradox". On all levels in nature, 
we find evolutionary patterns. In contrast, the traditional formulation of laws of nature makes 
no distinction between past and future. Our goal has, therefore, been a formulation of laws of 
physics that include time symmetry breaking. This goal has been realized for classes of dynamical 
systems uch as chaotic maps or nonintegrable systems. For these systems, the Brussels-Austin 
group has derived a complex spectral representation for the operators associated with their time 
evolution (such as the Hamiltonian and the Liouville operator for Hamiltonian systems, or Perron- 
Frobenious operator for chaotic maps) [1-8]. Here, complex means that time symmetry is broken. 
Of special importance is the class of nonintegrable Hamiltonian systems we have called "Large 
Poincar6 systems" (LPS) [1-3]. In short, they are the systems with a continuous pectrum and 
presenting continuous ets of resonances. Examples of LPS abound: they include both classi- 
cal and quantum systems, more specifically, all field theoretical problems (with the exception 
of free fields), as well as the systems treated traditionally through kinetic theory. The formu- 
lation of dynamics for LPS by the complex spectral representation i cludes the second law of 
thermodynamics, as we may display explicitly an 7~-function of Boltzmann type, which decreases 
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monotonically and takes its minimum value when unstable states have decayed or when the 
system reaches equilibrium. This function gives a dynamical model for the "entropy". 
Among several examples which we have investigated, one of the simplest examples of the com- 
plex spectral representation is the Friedrichs model for unstable states in quantum echanics [1,9]. 
This model describes the evolution of a single discrete state coupled with a continuum through 
a simple interaction. This corresponds to a two-level atom coupled with a photon in quantum 
optics. Because of a simple structure of the interaction, one can solve the Schr'(kiinger quation 
for this model exactly. In a previous paper, we have studied the behavior of the ~-function [1]. 
Our complex spectral representation has led to consistent pictures of the 7~-function or the en- 
tropy function, including its behavior for time inversion experiments. When an unstable particle 
(corresponding to "order") disappears with the creation of a field (corresponding to "disorder"), 
the ~-function increases. As we have shown in details in [1], at the moment we proceed to a 
time inversion of the wave function, the 7~-function i creases discontinuously. Time inversion 
corresponds to a negative ntropy (increase of an "order"). The amount of the discontinuity 
increases exponentially as a function of time at which we proceed to the time inversion. Time 
going on the "entropy barrier" increases. After time inversion, the 7~-function again decreases 
monotonically in time in our future. 
In this paper, we shall extend our 7~-function to systems coupled with a time-dependent ex-
ternal force (see also [10]). In addition to the "entropy production" due to the decay of unstable 
states, this extension gives a simple dynamical model of the "entropy flow" for nonequilibrium 
systems. The external force may create a "dissipative structure" with lower entropy around 
the particle due to the emission of the field. The dissipation leads asymptotically to a steady 
structure of the emitted field in space. This dissipative structure is intrinsic to the system as 
it does not depend on the initial preparation of the system, but depends only on the intrinsic 
parameters ofthe systems, uch as the natural frequency of the particle, the amplitude and the 
frequency of the external force, coupling constant, and the decay rate of the unstable particle. 
In this situation, the entropy flow compensates the entropy production. 
We shall present these results by using a simple Friedrichs model coupled to an external force 
periodic in time. As it is well known, the Friedrichs model corresponds to an oversimplification 
for decaying states ince it neglects virtual transitions. However, thanks to the simple structure 
of the Friedrichs model it leads to a simple but rigorous model for the entropy production and 
entropy flow. 
In Section 2, we shall review the complex spectral representation f the Friedrichs model, and 
extend this representation forthe multiparticle sector of the model in the Fock space represen- 
tation. In Section 3, we introduce the external force. The central subject of this paper starts 
with Section 4, where we extend the ~-function to the multiparticle sector for the system, first 
without external force. In Section 5, we extend this results to the system with external force. We 
then describe the time evolution of the 7-/-function. We shall show that our ~-function displays 
asymptotically the same behavior egardless of the choice of the initial condition of the system. 
The asymptotic value of the 7~-function with an external force is greater than the one without 
external force. The entropy flow sustains a higher value of the 7~-function. The external field 
increases the "order" of the system. 
In Section 6, we investigate the behavior of the 7-~-function when we flip the direction of 
emitted photons at time to. This corresponds to the '~elocity inversion experiment" o use the 
terminology of classical systems. For the case where the external force is absent, the value of 
the 7-/-function increases exp[n~/t] at t = t0, then again decreases in time, where (n'y) - l  is the 
lifetime of the n th level of the excited atom in our model system. This indicates that the "entropy 
barrier" increases rapidly as a function of time at which '~elocity inversion" is performed, as well 
as a function of the number of emitted photons. We shall also investigate he '~elocity inversion 
experiment" for the case with the external forces. For this case, the number of emitted photons 
increases in time independently of the initial condition. We shall see that the entropy barrier 
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increases very rapidly as an exponent of exponent in time to. This result is consistent with our 
intuition of the increasing difficulty of performing the velocity inversion as a function of time. 
In Section 7, we shall calculate the evolution of the intensity of the emitted field by the driven 
unstable particle. The spatial structure of the field around the unstable particle strongly depends 
on the initial condition of the system in the early stage of its evolution. However, the field around 
the particle tends to a structure with steady modulation as time goes on. This is the result of the 
competition between the dissipation of the system (i.e., the entropy production due to the decay 
of the unstable particle) and the regeneration of the particle due to the external field (i.e., the 
entropy flow). As a result, an intrinsic nonequilibrium structure merges asymptotically around 
the particle. 
Some concluding remarks are presented in Section 8. The Appendices outline some of the 
details of the calculation of the causal evolution of the field. 
2. COMPLEX SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION 
We consider a forced quantum harmonic oscillator, coupled to a one-dimensional scalar field, 
described by the Hamiltonian (h = 1, wk = Ikl): 
H = HF + HA(t). (2.1) 
The extension to a three-dimensional field is straightforward. Here 
HE =wa+l a,+ dkwka+ak+A dk {vka+ak+u;a+al}, and (2.2) 
- -00  O0 
A 
HA(t) = ~ww (al + a +) cos(~tt), (2.3) 
with 
[al,a+l] = 1, [al,a +] =0, [ak,a+,] =6(k -k ' ) .  (2.4) 
The parameter A is a dimensionless coupling constant. We assume that w > 0, i.e., the discrete 
spectrum w of the particle is imbedded in the continuous pectrum. 
The Hilbert space for (2.1) is represented by the Fock space of multiparticle states. Each basis 
vector of such a space contains an arbitrary number of al and a~-particles. If we regard the 
ak-particle as a photon, the system (2.1) gives a simplified model of quantum optics. 
In this section, we first consider the case of a vanishing external force A = 0. This corresponds 
to the Friedrichs model, which deals with a one-particle sector of the Fock space. The Hamiltonian 
is given by 
/: /: HI = w 11) (11 + dkwk ]k) (k] + A dk {vk 11) (k[ + u~ ]k) <11}, (2.5) 
oo  CO 
with 
]1 / -  a + IO/, Ik) ~ a + ]0). (2.5a) 
The complex spectral analysis of the Friedrichs model has been investigated in detail in [1]. The 
case A ~ 0 will be discussed in the next section. 
By a straightforward extension of the usual Friedrichs solution [11], we can diagonalize the 
Hamiltonian (2.3) for the multiparticle space (see also, [9]): 
HF = dkwkb+bk, with (2.6) 
oo  
- -  
34-5/6-F 
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Here, bk is related to ak by the "canonical" transformation: 
~k = ak + Au~ [ I~°  Auk, ] 
~}-(wk------3 al + dk ~ _ io ak, • 
oo OJk -- ¢'~k' 
The inverse relations are given by [12]: 
-!1. Auk i 
f ~ Auk, Av~ - bk + dk' ~+ (wk,--------~ wk, - ~ + iO bk,, gk  
O0 
where 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
~dk I~k) (~kl = Z~, (~kl~k' )  = (k - k ' ) ,  (2.12) 
CO 
where 11 is a unit operator in the one-particle sector. We have in the Hilbert space 
HI I~k/= ~k I~k/, (~kl HI = wk (~kl. 
In the Friedrichs olution, the eigenvalues ofthe Hamiltonian are real. However, we note that the 
canonical transformation (2.8) is not analytic at A = 0 since the discrete spectrum, associated 
with al, disappears in the new representation in (2.6). The eigenveetors bk+[0/ associated with 
the continuous pectrum only form a complete set to span the Fock space for A ~ 0. There 
is a discontinuity at A = 0. Therefore, the Friedrichs model is nonintegrable in the sense of 
Poincard [1,13]. In the Friedriehs olution, there is no intrinsic time scale; the lifetime of the 
unstable particle' is an accidental concept which comes from a superposition of free motions. 
For nonintegrable systems, however, the spectral decomposition is not unique [1]. In addition, 
there is a complex spectral representation in the rigged Hilbert space [14] (see also, [15,16]) in 
which one can recover the analyticity of the transformation at A -- 0. In this representation the 
a + a+~ lifetime appears as a spectral property. The transformation from the old variables (al, ak, 1, k J 
to the new variables (bi, bk, bl +, b~-) consists of (2.8), as well as [12]: 
b l  = V~l  al - -  dk  (wk - Ca - z)_+i~ ae , (2.13) 
b+ = V~l  [a+_ f °°  dk Av; a+ ] (2.14) 
J-oo (~k - ~ - z)+~ ' 
b+=a+ +W+(wk) a+ + dk' + oo wk - wk, + iO ak' ' (2.15) 
where N1 is a normalization factor defined in (2.18). 
The inverse transformations are given by the same formulae (2.9) and (2.10) as in the case of 
the Friedrichs olution. For the complex spectral representation, al and ak can be also written 
in terms of bl and bk as 
a I  = V~lb i  "~- dk bk, 
oo ~ld tWk) 
/ o~ Auk___,__, Au; - v / -~  (,,, k A~,; ~l. ?,k ak  + dklud(Wk, wk, - wk + iO bk' - - Ca z)+_~.y 
- -00  
Z dkA21vkl2 
~(Z)  ~ 2: - -  CO 1 --  and  (2.11) 
oo Z - -  W k 
~(~k)  - ~(~k + i0). (2.na) 
Due to the linearity of (2.8), the new representation shares the same vacuum with the old one. 
So, if we restrict ourselves to the one-particle sector in the Friedrichs model, then we have (for 
I~k) = b+lO)) 
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This new set of operators gives us the following Hamiltonian: 
/? H = (co - i'y) b*~ + dk~kb+kg~, (2 .16 /  
and 
Here, ~ and 7-1 are real numbers, and correspond to the renormalized energy of the unstable 
state and its lifetime, respectively, and are given by (see (2.11)) 
~ (~ :F iv) -- 0. (2.17) 
Therefore, the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian in this new representation is complex. In this rep- 
resentation, we have a broken time-symmetric description. The complex spectral representation 
involves the "complex distribution function", defined by 
1 1 (w~ - ~ 4- i~f) 
~(~k)  - ~(~k)  (~k-  ~-  z)~,~" 
Here 1/ (wk  - ~ - z )+ i~ is given via the integration over wk with suitable test functions g(w):  
/ ?dw(w g(o J )  - - l im [~ g(w) ] OOd~ . , 
oo  - 0~ - z )+ i~ z -~-~ ~ - ~ - z zec+ 
where the integration is first carried out by fixing z in the upper-half plane C + and then taking 
the limit z --+ - iv.  We have also defined the normalization constant NI: 
( /-~o A2[Vk[2 ) -I (2.18) 
N1 ~- 1 + dk [(wk -- : - - - -  + 2 
- ~ - z ) _~]  
Since the transformation (2.13)-(2.15) leads to the complex eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian, this 
is not a canonical transformation. Moreover, we note that [bl, b +] ¢ I, [bl, b+] ~ I, and so 
on [12]. As we shall show in Section 4, this is associated with the nonunitary transformation 
which generates the irreversible quation of motion (see (4.3)). 
Similarly to the Friedrichs model, we introduce the notations for the complex spectral repre- 
sentation: 
<~11 = <0l bl ,  <~kl = <0l bk, I~,> = b+ 10), I~k> = b+ 10) • (2.19)  
Corresponding to (2.12), we have [1] 
/; I~)  (~1+ ~dkl~Pk)(~kl=I1, (~11~1)=1, (2.20) 
(~l~k) =0, (~l~k,) =~ (k - k'). 
These states are right and left eigenstates of H1 in the rigged Hilbert space 
g~ [~1) : (~ - iV)kOl), (~I[H1 = (~ - i")')(~1[, 
In contrast o the Friedrichs olution in (2.12), the complex spectral representation satisfies the 
completeness relation including the discrete states [~1) and (~[. 
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There is a straightforward generalization of the above notations to the whole multiparticle Fock 
space: 
8 
• n 1 (al+) m ~I (a~) '° j o ) ,  (2.21) I{N}) =Ira,  Ink, , . . . ,  k,> - 4mPn! . . . 'n [  t=l 
where Latin letters n and m stand for multiparticle states in the original "a-representation". 
Here, the state [{N}) with capital letter N means that the atom is excited up to its mth level 
and there are in "ak-particles" in the state kl, 2n "ak-particles" in the state k2, and so on, 
up to Sn "ak-particles" in the state ks [17]• We also can introduce the multiparticle state in 
"b-representation" in analogy to (2.21) 
8 i {.+./. 
~Okl )l{~}> = V~!In!. "n! (b+)mH Io), and (2.22) 
• • / :1 
I~I m 1 <{~, ,} I  - (ol (2.23) 
I= I  . . . . .  
For m = 0, the state (2.23) is a superposition of continuous modes only, and represents the 
Friedrichs solution in the multiparticle Fock space. We represent the state (2.23) with m = 0 by 
1{95,}) with lower case index n. 
Corresponding to Friedrichs diagonalization (2.6), we have in the Hilbert space 
HF = Z W{n} I{~n})({~n}l, 
{,,} 
where the summation runs over all possible states {n} (with m -- 0) of the continuum only, and 
~M{n } = 1Ty..Ok, %- 2~k 2 %- • . .  %- 8ha)k,, 
and 
<{~"} I {~"'}> = 6 ({n} - {n'}). (2.24) 
Here, the right-hand side of (2.24) is understood as the sum of all products of 6-functions with all 
possible permutations of arguments like (k~ - kj). The sum of all dyads leads to a completeness 
relation in the whole Fock space (cf. (2.12)) 
1 q /.+\t, q ( )t,, 
{n} { ink  1 ..... qnkq } . . . .  = l=l  
where, again, the summation runs over all possible states of continuum. If U(t) is the evolution 
operator for our system, then due to U+(t)U(t) = I, we have 
in!.., qn! 
{xnh I ..... qnkq } I----1 
q I. 
× u+(t)l°)<°IU(t) H (u+(t)~k,u(t)) 
/=1 
Z 
{Ink  I ~•••~qnkq } 
1 q /~@ \ l " .  q 
l n [ . . .qn /H  [bk,(t)) U+(t)lO)(O[U(t)H (bk,(t))'" = I, 
/=1 l----1 
(2.25a) 
with kl, . . . .  kq referring to the field modes only. 
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In the rigged Hilbert space, we also have the complex spectral representation with the right 
and left eigenstates for this case (see (2.19),(2.20)) 
HF = E Z{N) I{~N}> ({~N}[, with 
{N} 
Z{N} = m (7~ --/7) + lnwka + 2nwk2 +""  + qnwk,, 
(2.26) 
where we have explicitly separated m discrete b,-particle states from the continuum. Also, 
<{~N}I(~N}) = 6 ((N} - {N'}), (2.27) 
E I{~0N})<{~N}I = I. (2.28) 
{N} 
The lifetime 7-* of the unstable state can be evaluated by the iteration of (2.17), which gives us 
(for A << 1) 
/? 7 = ~rA2 dklvk126(wk -- (~1) -b O (~4)  = 2~rA21v~12 + O ()t4) , (2.29) 
co 
and for the three-dimensional field 
= + o (2.29a) 
For the proof of (2.29),(2.29a), see Appendix 3. 
This shows that the decay of the unstable state (i.e., the "dissipation") is due to the resonance 
between the frequency w of the oscillator and wk of the field at wk = w,. Consequently, the 
dissipation is the result of Poincard's resonance instability, and thus, of nonintegrability. 
3. COMPLEX SPECTRAL  REPRESENTAT ION 
WITH EXTERNAL FORCE (A # 0) 
We next consider the case A # 0, where our system is coupled to the external force. The total 
Hamiltonian is now time-dependent and is given in terms of complex spectral representation: 
H = (C~-iT) b+bl + /_ ~ dkwkb+bk + A N~w (bl + b+ ) cos(flt )
oo  
Since the time dependent part of this Hamiltonian is linear in b-operators, we can also solve the 
Heisenberg equation for these operators [9]. We have 
idbl(t)= [bl(t),H] 
id~(t) = wk~(0)  + - -  
The solutions are given by [12] 
= (~ - 47) bx(0) + cos at, 
AvT¢ A__A_ cosat. 
bl( t )  • e- i (w- i '~)tb l (0 ) J¢- A ~¢ I  ) (~ - $~/, ~:) , 
Av~A _. . 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
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where E--izt _ Eint £--izt __ E--if~t 
O(z , t )  = + 
z+f l  z - f~  
Similarly, for b+~(t) and b+(t) 
b+(t) = e'(C°-'~)tb+(O) - A~.~ ¢(  -~  + i7, t), 
(3.3) 
b+(t ) ~ ,  + )~A =, = e b k (0) - -+'w ~ ~t -wk ' t ) "  
"qd( k) 
Substituting (3.2b) into the inverse transformation (2.9), we obtain a solution for al(t)-operator 
al(t) = dk + A I~ kl , e-iO~ktal(O) +
oo ~ (wk)rl-(w~) 3-o0 ~-(wk) 
oo 2 2 oo Auk, 
+ f dk ,~ I~l e -'~" f dk' ioa~'(°) 
J -oo r l+(o~)n- (~)  J -oo o~ - o~, - 
A f~__  ~2[vkl2 ~, 
L ale +, , , \u2(wk,t). + -~ oo rl (Wk)~-tWk) 
Similarly, using (3.2b) and (2.10) for ak(t), 
(3.4a) 
Av~ e-i'°kta IOX +/_~ dk' A21vk'12 Ay~ _i~vt a ~0 ~ 
ak(t) - n=~k)  1~ j oo v+(wv)v - (~k , )  o~k, - ~k + i0 ~ x~ ) 
V* /_oo ~Uk, 
Av~ e_iwkt dk' io ak,(O) 
+ e-i~htak(O) + 17- (wk) oo Wk - wk, - 
-~ Avk, ~v~ e_~,,k ,ta. , iO ~ 
+ dk'rl+(wk,----~ wk, - -~k + iO ~ ~ j 
(3.4b) 
"~o A2]Uk,[2 All; -~ , t  foo dk" Ark,, 
io ak"(O) e + ax + + iO ]-oo - wk,, - oo o (o~k,)O-(o~k,) ~k'-wk ~k' 
A )~vT, =,  
+ v~ n-(~)  ~t~'t)  
+ ~ J_= ~+(~k,)~-C~k') ~k, -=;  + ~0 (~*'' 
The solution for a+(t) and a+(t) can be obtained simply by taking the Hermitean conjugate 
of (3.4). 
4.  ENTROPY FOR CLOSED SYSTEMS (A  = 0) 
In the previous article, we have introduce a dynamical analog of the Boltzmann 7~-function 
for the Friedrichs model [1]. In this section, we shall extend it to the Fock space of all possible 
multiparticle states for closed systems (A = 0) (also, see [10]). 
To this end, we introduce the transformation 
Operating A to the SchrSdinger quation 
i~-¢(t) = H¢(t), (4.2) 
A ~ E [{N})({~N}I, A-1 ~ Z I{~ON})({N}I " (4.1) 
{N} {N} 
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we obtain an equation with broken time symmetry for the transformed states ¢ = A¢: 
i~b( t )  = O~b(t), (4.3) 
where (see (2.26)) 
i.e., 
0 -  AHA -1 = ~Z{N} I{N})<{N}l, 
{N} 
(4.4) 
0{N}{N'} --= Z{N}~{N}{N,}. (4.4a) 
Here, 0 is a dissipative operator acting on the state ~ in the rigged Hilbert space and corre- 
sponds to the "collision operator" familiar to nonequilibrium statistical physics [2,3,14]. Since A 
transforms the Schrhdinger equation into a dissipative quation, A is clearly a nonunitary trans- 
formation. As a result of complex eigenvalues, the inner product (~(t)l~(t)) changes in time 
(with [¢(0)) = I¢>): 
/~  .A  \ 
= v0+(t )h+hv0( t ) ,  
where (4.5) 
(4.6) 
and Uo(t) = e -~Hf't. 
This is in sharp contrast with the behavior of the inner product (¢(t)l~b(t)/, which remains 
constant in time. 
We now show that our ~(t; ¢) satisfies the ~/-theorem. Therefore, this quantity is indeed 
the dynamical extension of the 7-/-function, introduced earlier in the Friedrichs model [1], to the 
multiparticle states case. 
Substituting (2.26) and (4.1) into (4.6) and further into (4.5), we obtain 
= ~ e -2m~t (~b I{~N}) {{~N}I ¢). 
{N} 
(4.7) 
This expression can be written in the more compact form 1 
= e 
m----0 
(4.8) 
For the proof of (4.8), see Appendix 1. 
Since 7 is a positive number (see (2.29)), equation (4.8) indicates that 7-/(t; ~) damps mono- 
tonically with time (for t > 0) in the absence of the external force (A = 0). Therefore, we obtain 
the H-theorem for the dynamical system with multiparticle states. 
The quantity S(t; ¢) -- -7~(t; ¢) corresponds to a dynamical model of the "entropy" function. 
It should be emphasized that in obtaining the monotonic behavior of the 7~-function (or the 
entropy function), we have never appealed to phenomenological arguments, uch as the "coarse 
gaining" or the influence of the "environment". The ~/-theorem is an exact consequence of the 
dynamical equation of motion (4.2) for the object [{~n}/, which belongs to the rigged Hilbert 
space. 
]We are grateful to S. T~saki for pointing out this relation. 
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5. EVOLUTION OF  THE ENTROPY FOR OPEN SYSTEMS (A # 0) 
We now turn to the case A ~ 0 in (2.1). Since the system is coupled to the external field, we 
can expect "entropy flow" along with "entropy production" due to the ongoing decay process of 
the exited harmonic oscillator. As a result of the entropy flow, the value of the ~/-function may 
stay larger than in the case A = 0 of no entropy flow. In this section, we shall see that indeed 
our definition of the ~/-function leads to this consistent picture [10]. 
The SchrSdinger equation (4.2) for the Hamiltonian (2.1) becomes 
iO¢( t )  = [HE + HA(t)] ¢(t). 
For the transformed state ~2 = A¢, we have 
JOe(t) = o(t)~3(t), e(t)  _-- A [HF + HA(t)] A -1. (5.1) 
We have (cf. (4.4a)) 
A 
G{N}{N,}('/; ) ~ Z{N}~{N}{N ~} q- ~ COS(~'~:)({~N}I (al -4-at)[{~Nt}) • (5.2) 
Let us consider the case of a weak external force (i.e., A/v:'~ << 1). Moreover, we assume that 
we impose a nonresonant frequency on the external force (i.e., If~- w I >> "y), so that this external 
force is a small disturbance of the system. In this situation, we may use a definition of the 
:/-/-function, similar to the one introduced in the previous ection for A = 0 (see footnote 2) (with 
I¢(o)) = I¢)) 
(¢ ( t )  ¢(t)> = (¢}7/A(t)]¢), where (5.3) 7~A(t;¢) 
7-[A(t) = U+A(t)A+AUA(t) = UA+(t) Z ]{q0N}) ({~N}] UA(t), (5.4) 
{N) 
and 
(/0' ) UA(t) =- Texp - i  dr' (HE + HA (t')) , with U+(t)UA(t) = I. 
Here, T is the time-ordering operator [17]. Then, substituting (2.23) into (5.4) and making simple 
manipulations identical to those in (2.25a), we obtain 
uA(t) = = m!ln!....n! 
..... " " "}  (5.5) 
s / - J r  \ l ,~  s ~ In 
× H ~bkt(t)) U+A(t) lO)(OIUA(t)(b'(t))mE (bkt(t)) ' 
/-1 1--1 
where m -- 0, i,..., denotes the number  of b+-particles and In,..., qft denote the number  of the 
bk-particles in the states kl,..., kq, respectively. 
We now prove that this expression reduces to the simple form 
1 " J r  trt ~ W~t 
~Tt 
~For the case where the external force is not a small disturbance, one should use a more precise definition of 
the ~-function, constructed from the time-dependent II(t)-operator [19]. For the small disturbance, however, the 
difference of the definitions is negligible. 
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To see this, let us remind the reader that the sum in (5.5) is taken over all possible states. Since 
the summation runs independently over discrete and continuous indices, we can make further 
rearrangements: 
1 - IT~ 
~'[A(t) = Z ~ (b~(t)) 
in 
{lnk 1 ,..., qnkq } 
~t 
1 q /~. l  - \ In  q 'n! qn! H (bk,(t)) UT($)IO><OIUA(t) H (~}kl ( t ) )  ''~ (~}l(t)) m" J . . . . .  1=1 /=1 
Substitution of (2.25a) into this expression leads to the desired equation (5.6). 
Using (5.6), we can follow the time evolution of the 7~-function (5.3) for an arbitrary initial 
condition. We shall illustrate here the evolution for two specific initial conditions: I¢> = I 0) and 
I¢) = 11) • 
For ]¢o) -  10}, i.e., for the case of the oscillator in the ground state at t = 0, we have (with (3.2)) 
n----O n=0 
(il ') . - -o ~ = exp (t) , 
(5.7) 
where in the second equality we have used blIO) = 0; (OIb + = 0, and ]l(t) stands for the second 
term in the right-hand side of (3.2a) 
A(t) = AV~¢ (D - i%t). (5.8) 
This gives 
]l(t)12=A2-~( e-2~t+l--'2e-Ttc°s(D+f~)t(D + i2) 2 +~2 + e-2"yt + 1 - 2e-Tt c°s (D - f~) t ( w- i2) 2 + 7 2 
[e -2~t + cos(2f~t) - e -~t (cos (D - f~) t + cos (D + f~) t)] (D2 _ f~2 + 72) 
+2 ~ 
OD2 _ ~2 Jr- ")'2) 2 Jr" 4"~2~ 2
47fl [e -~t (sin (D -I- fl) t - sin (D - fl) t) - sin (2fit)] ~ 
- ) 
For t >> ~/-1, this leads to 
~8(t ;~o)  = exp 8(t) , 
where 
1 + 1 
=A ~ (D+f~)2+72 (D_a)2+72 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
2 (D2 _ f~2 + 72) cos(2Dt) + 4"y~ sin(2Dt) 
In Figure 1, we plot the time evolution of ~A(t, ¢0) as a function of t. We have chosen the 
following numerical parameters for all the subsequent plots: 
7 = 0.01, A = 0.1, D = 1, f~ = 0.9, 
and we have approximated Nx = 1, since O(A 2) = O(7) << 1 (see (2.18)). 
(5.12) 
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Figure 1. Time-dependence of the ?-/-function with vacuum as an initial condition. 
The relaxation time ,~ 100 can be clearly seen, as well as two characteristic periods 
Tw+~ --~ T2n and T$-n. Asymptotically, the curve oscillates around 7~A ~ 1.132 
with a period T2f~. 
The relaxation time is of the order 1/7 = 100. One also can clearly see two periods associated 
with the characteristic frequencies of (4.5)-(4.7): T~+n - 2r / (~+f~) ~ T2n ~ 3 and T~_~ ~ 63. 
Once the time scale becomes that of few relaxation times, the 7/-function approaches its asymp- 
totic form (5.10) oscillating around the mean value of 7~A ~ 1.132 with a period T2~. Figure 1 
shows that 
~s(t ;  ¢0) > ~A(0; ¢0) = 1. (5.13) 
One can analytically prove this inequality. The proof is given in Appendix 2. In contrast o 
the Friedrichs model, where the vacuum as the initial condition is preserved by the course of 
evolution, in our case, field plays a constructive role in increasing the value of the 7-/-function. 
This corresponds to a creation of a structure in space from the vacuum. We relegate the discussion 
of this structure to the next chapter. 
Next, we consider the case where we start with an exited state, I¢1) = I1) • We have 
n----0 
~+ rt ~ n 
= (11 f i  ~i. I 
oo 
~ e_27t <01 ~.~ !n2  / ~ * \n -1  ~ n -1  Lfl ( ' ) )  ( f l  ( ' ) ) I  0 ) (5.14) 
~.----1 
= (11 ~ ~ ]l(t) I1) + e -2"t (01 -~.(m + 1) .fl(t) I0) 
n----O m=O 
=exp( / l ( t ) l  2) -~-e -2~'t (exp( I / l (~) r )÷ I / l i t )2exp( / l ( t )12) )  • 
For a simple situation with A = 0 in (5.9), we have ] l ( t )  = O. Consequently, we obtain 
~'/A(t; ¢1) = 1 + e -2~t. 
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the ?4-function for the exited state I1) as an initial 
condition. The ?/-function approaches to the same asymptotic value with the one in 
Figure 1. 
This is exactly what was obtained in [1] for the Friedrichs model. We have plotted (5.14) in 
Figure 2. 
Comparing (5.?) with (5.14), one can easily see that 
7-/A(t;~bl) -----* 7~A(~;¢0)- (5.15) 
~:----* OO 
This manifests the loss of memory about the initial condition with time. 
Our results show that the short time behavior of the 7~-function strongly depends on the 
initial conditions. If the system would be integrable (i.e., 7 = 0 and no dissipation of memory; 
see (2.29)), the 7~-function could keep the initial information of the system prepared at t = 0. In 
contrast, the 7-/-function always displays to the same feature for the nonintegrable systems (with 
7 # 0) in an asymptotic time scale. The asymptotic value of the 7-/-function depends only on the 
intrinsic parameters of the systems, such as the frequency of the particle, the amplitude and the 
frequency of the external force, the coupling constant, and the lifetime of the particle. The field 
around the particle becomes teady as time goes on. This is because of the competition between 
the dissipation of the system (i.e., the "entropy production" due to the decay of the unstable 
particle) and the regeneration of the particle due to the external field (i.e., the "entropy flow"). 
As a result, the intrinsic "dissipative structure" emerges in the space around the particle. 3 In 
the next section, we shall calculate the appearance of this nonequilibrium structure• 
We can explicitly extract he "entropy production" term from the evolution of ~A(t) [19]. In 
the course of averaging the O-operator (5.1) over time, the term containing the external field 
disappears and we arrive to the dissipative operator (see (4.4) and (5.2)): 
oo =_ dt e ( t )  = o. (5.16) 
The O-operator can be written as 
O(t) = 8 + Or(t), (5 .17)  
3We have used the term "dissipative structure" in a loose sense, as there is no critical value Ac > 0 of A for 
establishing the nonequilibrium structure in our model. 
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where Or(t) -= O(t) -Oa(t). Substituting (5.17) into the time derivative of the ?/-function (5.13), 
we obtain 
d?/A( t ;  ¢)  - 
(5.18) 
=2(¢t  ImO Ct) q-2(¢t ImOr( t )Ct ) .  
The first term in the right-hand side of (5.18) is just a derivative of (4.5) (see also (4.3)) in 
the previous section, for A = 0. Therefore, this part is negative definite and generates the 
monotonic behavior of the ?/-function. In contrast, the second term in (5.18) has no definite 
sign. The decomposition (5.18) corresponds to the decomposition of the entropy change dS into 
the "entropy production" within the system diS and entropy flow deS: 
dS = diS + deS, 
with diS _> 0, according to the second law of thermodynamics [20]. 
6. "VELOCITY  INVERSION EXPERIMENT"  FOR THE 
EXTENDED FR IEDRICHS MODEL 
In this section, we shall discuss the behavior of the ?/-function when we reverse the direction of 
motion of the emitted photons at time t0. This corresponds to the "velocity inversion experiment" 
to use the terminology of classical systems [1]. 
We first start with the case A = 0, for which the Hamiltonian is given by (2.26). If we start 
with the initial condition I¢(0)) = [¢), then the time evolution of ?/-function is given by (4.8). 
The operation of the motion reversal at time t is equivalent to complex conjugation of the wave 
function describing the system at time t [21]. For simplicity, we assume that ¢(0) is real, such as 
the case [¢(0)) = [1). According to the definitions (4.5),(4.6), we have for the value of ?/-function 
immediately after the motion reversal: 
?/I(t',¢) = = (Uo(-t)¢l ?/IUo(-t)¢) = ?/(-t;¢), (6.1) 
where in the second equality we used the fact that the Hamiltonian for Friedrichs model (2.2) is 
real, and consequently, 
Uo(t)* = e iH;t  = e iHFt = Uo( - t ) .  (6.2) 
Therefore, the jump of the ?/-function due to the 'Welocity inversion" is (at t = to) 
co 1 ( )m 
,~?/(t.; ¢) - ?/1(to; ¢) - ?/(to; ¢) = ~ (e 2re't° - e - '~'t°)  ~., (¢1 b~ (bl)~ I¢), (6.3) 
m=O 
where we have substituted (4.8) into (6.1) and further into (6.2). Obviously, from (6.1) 
?/(2to; ¢) = (Uo( t . )Uo( - to)¢[  ? / [Uo( to)Uo( - to )¢)  -- ?/(0; ¢). (6.4) 
For the particular initial condition [¢) = [I), we recover results of [1]. Equation (6.3) shows 
that the jump A?/ increases rapidly as a function of time at which the '%elocity inversion" is 
performed, as well as a function of the quantum number m of the excited atom at t -- 0. We 
call A?/the "entropy barrier". The larger the m at t = 0 is, the larger number of photons are 
emitted, then A?/ increases more rapidly as a function of to. 
Let us consider now the case of the nonzero external field (A ~t 0). As seen from (2.3), HA(t) 
is symmetric with respect to time inversion. Consequently, the laws of motion of our system are 
reversible with respect to time [21]. Using UA(t) instead of U0(t) as an evolution operator (see 
defining relations after (5.4)), we have analogously to (6.2) 
u (t) = = u (t) = uAC--t). (6.5) 
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So, for the 7~-function after the "velocity inversion" at time t = to: 
7~(to; ¢) = <U~(to)¢[ 7-[ IU~(to)¢) = (UA(--to)¢I 7-I IUA(-to)~:) = 7"~A(--to; ¢). (6.6) 
Using (5.6), we can express the jump of the 7-/-function at time to as 
oo 1 ~ m _ m + m ~ m 
m----O 
For the case of ]¢) = 10), we obtain from (6.7) 
AT~A (to; 10)) = exp to - exp -to , (6.8) 
where Ill(t0)[ 2 is given by (5.9). We notice that 
A~' /A  ( t0 ;  IO)) ~ 00,  
t 0 ---*CO 
growing with time of the 'qcelocity inversion" as 
AT'~A (t0; ,0/) exp [e2"rt° []~8(to) 2 ] = + O ( :o )  , (6.9) 
where I][s(t)l 2 is bounded from below and above for all t and is given by (5.11) (see Appendix 2). 
Again, at time 2t0 the "H-function will restore its original value: 
7~a(2t0; ¢) = (UA(to)U~4(to)¢ I 7-I [UA(to)U~4(to)~b) = 7~A(0; q:). (6.10) 
Equation (6.9) shows that the entropy barrier increases very rapidly as an exponent of exponent 
in time to. 
7. CREAT ION OF  A SPAT IAL  STRUCTURE 
We turn now to the interpretation f our results obtained in the previous chapter. The creation 
of a spatial structure of the field around the particle may be expressed via the time evolution of 
the expectation value of the spatial density operator of particles 
n(x, t) = a+(x,t)a(z,  t) (T.1) 
with a+(x,t) and a(z,t) being creation and annihilation operators of the field at time t and 
point x, respectively. A creation operator in the coordinate representation is related to the one 
in the momentum representation via the Fourier transformation 
/? a+(z,t) = dka'~(t)e -~kx. (7.2) 
Substituting ('/.2) and its hermitean conjugate into (7.1), we arrive at the expression of density 
function in terms of the creation and annihilation operators in the momentum space 
f[f[ fi(x, t) = dk dk' (~(0) 1 (t)ak (t) I¢(0)) e i(k-k')z. (7.3) oO oo  
We shall first calculate (7.1) for the case A = 0, which corresponds to the Friedrichs model. In 
the case of the vacuum as our initial condition (¢(0) = [0)), one can see from substituting the 
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solution (3.4b) into (7.3) that all the terms give zero contribution, since (Ola+al{O) = (Ola+,aklO) 
= <Ola+,al{O) = O: 
~>(x,t) = 0, (7.4) 
where the superscript F refers to the Friedrichs model with A = 0. This is the result we should 
expect, since the vacuum is preserved in the Friedrichs model. 
For ¢(0) = [1) and A = 0, the only contributions to the density function come from a part 
of (3.4b) (since <lla+all 1) = 1 and <lla+,akll> = (11a+a111) = 0): 
,,* ~ . f '  .x21,.,k, 12 v* k k - -~.,k,t-  , , ,  (7.5) [ak(t)]12 -" " e -Wkta l (O)  + J _  dk ' r l+(wk, ) r l - (wk , )  wk, - wk  + zu - -  .^e  t~l~,V), ~7 - ( w k ) oo 
where the index 12 denotes the contribution of the first two terms of (3.4b). 
The calculation of the density function for this case is presented in Section A.4.1. Evaluating 
only dominant contributions which come from the residues of the integration in (7.5) (the so- 
called "pole approximation") and neglecting the size of the interaction range, we obtain the causal  
evolution of the emitted field (for the weakly coupled systems A << 1 (see footnote4)) 
o, Izl > t, 
n~l>(z't) = 47r2A21vd2e-2"r(t-lzl), Izl < t. 
(7.6) 
The evolution of the density function in (7.6) is plotted in Figure 3 with the same parameters as 
in (5.12). For the remaining figures, we shall always use the same parameter values. 
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Figure 3. The causal propagation of the emitted field dens i ty  front in the Friedrichs 
model is shown. Two "photographs" are made at tl  -- 150 and t2 = 270. 
In the three-dimensional case analogous calculation yields 
o, Ixl > t, 
nl1>-F (t,x) = 16r4A2~21v~12e-2~(t-lxl) Izl < t (76a) 
Izl 
Details are presented in Appendix 5. 
4We note that the Friedrichs Hamfltonian HF  in (2.2) does not contain the terms such as + + a I , a k , and  aka  I which 
corraspond to "virtual processes". As a result, this Hamiltonian contains "long range" interaction which damps 
with a power law decay in space. However, in the pole approximation, the long range contribution has been 
neglected and we obtain a ltep-function-like front of the emitted field as shown in Figure 3. 
We now turn to the case of the oscillating nonzero external force. If we would start  with 
the vacuum as our initial condition, then the contribution comes only from the last two terms 
in (3.4b) associated with the function q~: 
A Av~ t) 
[a~( t ) ]¢  - v~ V-@k) O(Wk' 
A f ;  A~Ivk, l 2 A~; +~oO@k,,t) 
+ -~ ~ dk' ~1 + (wk')~1- (Wk,) Wk, -- Wk 
(7.7) 
Izl > o, 
Then the density function becomes 
O, 
,/i-2 2 2 
I~ :  (~ -,~, ~,t -Izl) 
+v,5~l (~ + ~,~,t -Ixl) 
-4-~,5~1 (,~ - ~ ,~, t  - I z l ) l  = 
+ Iv~2 (~ - ,~,n , t -  Izl) 
+~'E~2 (n + ~,,~,t - Ixl) 
.+v*~2 (,~ - ~,  ~ , t  - Ixl)l 2. 
Ix} < t, 
where 
(7.8) 
--A %(x,t) 
1 
~1 (yl, Y2, T) = ~ (Yl sin y2"r -- 7 cos y2r) ,  
1 
~2(Yl, Y2, T) = Yi"2 + 7--"""-~ (Yl cos y2r + 7 sin y27"), 
for any Yl, Y2, and T. All the details of this calculation are presented in Section A.4.2. The plot 
of (7.8) is shown in the Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Propagation of (7.8) for A ~ 0 and ~(0) = 10). The moment  in (7.8) is 
chosen to be 87. Characteristic periods are the same as in Section 5. 
X 
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In the three-dimensional case, the density function will look like: 
o, lzl > t, 
{/:~(~1 (n  -- ¢.~), ['~, t -- {X{) 
"~t'l/~{~l (~'~ "4-~, ¢.~, t --Izl) 
~. , Iz{ < t. 
Ix l  +l o~2(o -~,o , t - I z l )  
+~*~2 (~ + ~, ~, t - {z{) 
v* (~ f~ ,~, t -  ."[- ~{~2 -- l~l)l 2. 
The details of this calculation are presented in Section A.5.2. 
By averaging (7.8) over high-frequency oscillations, we can get a smoother curve for the evo- 
lution (see Figure 5), where 
1 f t+AT dt' ~t (t') , ~(t) = -~ J~ 
where AT = 2r/(ft + w). As a result of this averaging procedure, there appears an abrupt 
increase in the value hA(t) at the front of the field propagation (see Figure 5). In the actual 
density propagation, there is no such discontinuity. 
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Figure 5. This plot represents (7.8) averaged over the high-frequency oscillations. 
~A %(x,t) 
X" 
Finally, we start with exited state (¢(0) -- [I)) in the presence of an external field. Then the 
nonzero contribution of (3.4b) to (7.3) results from the sum of (7.5) and (7.7) 
[ak(t))12 + [a~(t)]® = ~---~L-e-~"a,~0~ ~-(~h) "' ' 
/? + ~/+(wk,)~- (a,'k,) wk, --W-kk+ iO e at(O) oo dk' A~lvk' 12 Au~ -~,,t  
(7.9) 
A Aur, ~@k,t) 
+ v~ v-(~) 
A fo  A21u~,12 A~,~ 
+ ~ J-oo dk'~+(~,)~-@k,) ~ , , -~+iO ¢@k''t)" 
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It is easy to see from the form (5.3) and commutation relation (2.4) that the density function 
for (7.9) will be just the sum of (7.6) and (7.8) 
@>(x,t) = + t). (7.10) 
In Figure 0, we present (7.10) averaged over high-frequency oscillations. 
~A nlD (x,t) 
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Figure 6. Propagation of the field density for the case of A ~ 0 and ~(0) = ll), 
averaged over the high-frequency oscillations. 
X 
The discontinuity at the front of the propagating density in Figure 6 comes again from the 
averaging procedure over high-frequency oscillations. 
Let us now compare Figure 6 with Figure 5. As a result of the different initial conditions, the 
intensity of the emitted field in the vicinity of the propagating front in Figure 6 is different from 
the one in Figure 5. However, as time goes on, the same structure of the emitted field emerges 
in the vicinity of origin where the unstable particle is located. 
Asymptotically, the structure of the field around the particle approaches the one which is 
independent ofthe initial condition. This steady structure is the result of the competition between 
the dissipation and the regeneration of the excited state due to the external force. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In terms of the complex spectral representation for a simple driven system of harmonic oscillator 
coupled with a field, we have introduced an 74-function. This gives a dynamical model of the 
"entropy flow", as well as the "entropy production". As a result of the competition between the 
former and the latter, we have seen that the asymptotic dissipative structure of the field emerges 
in the vicinity of the unstable particle. This asymptotic structure is intrinsic as it depends only 
on the intrinsic parameters of the system and it does not depend on the initial preparation of 
the system. We have also shown that the entropy barrier increases very rapidly as a function 
of time at which we perform the "velocity inversion experiment". This result is consistent with 
our intuition that the difficulty to perform the 'Welocity inversion" increases as a function of the 
number of the emitted photons. 
It should be emphasized that all our calculations are based on purely dynamical arguments for 
the Hamiltonian system, but still lead to broken-time symmetry, entropy production, and entropy 
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flow. This is possible because the solution of the eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian belongs to 
the extended functional space, i.e., the rigged Hilbert space. All these kinetic concepts associated 
with irreversibility are compatible with dynamics. We do not need to rely upon any extra- 
dynamical assumptions such as "coarse graining" or the influence of the "environment". These 
results are a direct consequence of Poincard's resonance, leading to instability for nonintegrable 
systems. 
APPENDIX 1 
THE PROOF OF EQUATION (4.8) 
To prove (4.8), we first separate the contribution of b+-particles from the rest and rearrange 
terms in the dyad I{~N})({~N}[ (see (2.23)): 
m!ln!  . . .qn[  
{m,ank i  ..... qnkq} (A. I .1)  
+, , .  q 
x 10><01II 
1=1 1=1 
where, as above, m = O, 1 , . . . ,  stays for the number of b+-particles and In . . . .  ,qn denote the 
number of bk-particles in the states kx, . . . ,  kq, respectively. 
Since the summation in (A.I.1) runs independently over discrete and continuous indices, we 
can make further rearrangements 
x(t; ¢) = ~ e -~m~' i 
m 
) ,,°., ..... .° . . ,  • , : i  , : ,  
<¢I x 
The expression in the braces is unity (see (2.25)). Therefore, we obtain the desired result (4.8). 
APPENDIX 2 
THE PROOF OF INEQUALITY (5.13) 
To prove (5.13), it is sufficient o show that the expression i  the parenthesis n (5.11) is greater 
than zero. To do so, we introduce the following notations: 
Then 
1 + 
(~ + n) 2 + 7 2 
(& + 12) 2 + 72 = a, 
(03 - Q)2 + .),2 = b, 
0~- -Q2 J r72  ~-~C. 
(A.2.1) 
1 2 (~ - n ~ + ~)  cos(2nt) + 4~n sin(2nt) 
(~ _ ~)2 Jr 72 -{" (0~2 _ ~2 Jr ')'2) 2 -~- 4"/2~'~ 2 
I i 2ccos(2~t) + 2~- ' - "~s in (2~t)  
=-  + + (A.2.2) 
a -b ab 
The times tn, when the third term of (A.2.2) reaches maximum or minimum, are given by the 
equation 
• C ~/ C 2 
= arcsm ~ + 7rn = arccos ,1  ~-~ + 7rn, 212tn = aretan ~ + Irn - (A.2.3) 
where n is the whole number• 
Substituting (A.2.3) back into (A.2.2), we find the minimal value for the whole expression 
1 + 1 2c21JT6+ 2 ~bv~:-~-~,/l - c21~b (~_  v%2 
a b ab - ab > 0, for • # 0. 
For the case of constant external field (Q = 0), the desired result is immediately seen from (5.11). 
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APPENDIX  3 
THE PROOF OF EQUATION (2.29) 
To prove (2.29), we shall expand (2.17) around z = 05 
0 = ~± (05 q: i3,)= 7± (05) q: i^f~[  +0(72) .  
I 
(A.3.1) 
z ---* & :t: i O 
Second, we notice that since the integrand in (2.11) depends on wk = [kl only, we can rewrite 7(z) 
as  
~(Z) --~ Z--Wl -- f /  dk  A2[uk[2 - - - -Z -Wl -2  [~dk~ [vkl2 (A.3.2) 
oo Z -- Wk Jo z --- k " 
Notice now that for both 7+(wk) and r/-(wk) (see (2.11a)), the principal parts of the respective 
integrals are equal. Consequently, 
7 + (wk) - 7 -  (wk) = 4~riA 2 Irk 12 • (A.3.3) 
At last, subtracting "+"  expression from " - "  one in (A.3.1) and substituting the derivative 
of (2.11) 
07(2:) = x + o 
02: 
into (A.3.1) we arrive at (2.29). For the three-dimensional case, the use of the spherical coordi- 
nates and relation wk = [k[ yields 
rl( z)  = z - wz - = z - wz - dk  de  de k 2 sin 
z -w~ z -- k 
oo A 2 [--vk-[ 2 (A.3.4) f 
= Z - Wl - 4~r l dk  k 2 
Y0 
D 
2;_  
In the exact same way, we derived (2.29) we now obtain (2.29a) from (A.3.4). 
APPENDIX  4 
CALCULATION OF THE DENSITY  FUNCTION OF 
THE EMITTED F IELD- -ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
A.4.1. Dens i ty  Funct ion for the  Fr iedr ichs Mode l  
In this section, we demonstrate the relation (7.6). Substituting (7.5) into (7.3), we get 
f2 / /  ~)  (x ,  t )  = dk  dk  J ( l l aF+( t )aF( t ) ] l )  e i(k-t¢')= oO 
I/2 A k e -~t  = dk ~- -~ '~k)  (hA. l )  
- t - / /  dk' A2 Iv~'12 Av; e_~.,, ~ 12 
~¢ n + (wk,)7- (oJk,) o~k, - wk + i0 ) ei~= 
where in the second equality, we used first orthogonality relation in (2.4) and the fact that 
integrations over k and k J are independent. To calculate the inner integral in (A.4.1), we first 
notice that since the integrand depends only on wk, = Ik'l, it is an even function of k ~ 
~oo dk  , A 2 [vt¢, [2 Av;  e_iOjh, t 
7+(oJk,)rV (wk,) ~k, - ~k + i0 
fo ~ A 2 Ivk, I z ~v~ ---- 2 clinic, e -~h't 
~+(oJ~,)7-(oJk,) ~ ,  -" ~-kk + i0 
(A.4.2) 
f /  ),2 iv~,12 ~v~ e_~.,t 
= 2 oo dwk, r/+(oJv)r~-(o~v) oJ~, - ~ + i0 
fo -OO ,~2 ivk, i 2 ~v~ e_~,~ +2 dw/¢' r/+(w~,)7-(w~,) wk, ---w'~ + i0 ' 
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The calculation of the first integral in the right-hand side of equation (A.4.2) gives 
:dk  I A2 luk, 12 _~ 2 -it°k't 
rl+(wk,)rl-(wk ,) wk, -- wk + iO e 
A 2 Ib'kl 2 Av~ A 2 Ivd 2 Av~ e_i(~a_i.r) t (A.4.3) 
= -47ri e-~kt + - -  - ( -~-  i7) ~+(wk)rl- (wk) 2i7 wk 
where we closed the contour in the lower half-plane C- ,  picking up the contributions from the 
simple poles at (wk - i0) and (5~ - i'y). Moreover, we have assumed that the potential vk is such 
that the integral over the semicircle at infinity is zero, and that the resolvent functions 1/~/+(wk) 
and 1/r}-(wk) have meromorphic extensions to the lower half-plane C-  with the only simple pole 
at (~ - i'y), and to the upper half-plane C + with the only simple pole at (if) + i'y), respectively 
(also, see (2.17)) [11 . 
Substituting (A.3.1) and (A.4.3) into (A.4.2) and the latter into (A.4.1), we obtain for the 
density function 
f~  dk(  Au~ e_i~kt A2lvkl2Au~ _-~kt n~) (x,t) = ~?-(wk) - 47ri + ~ ? ~ )  e 
Au~ e_i(~_i~)t (A.4.4) 
wk - - i7 )  
fo -~  A2 [uk, 12 Au~ _~,,,~eikX 2 + 2 dk'rl+(Wk,)rl-(Wk,) wk, -- wk + iOe ] / I 
Introducing the auxiliary function 
• (k) Au~ e_i~kt - .  A21vkl2Av; -~t  Av; = - - - -  (A.4.5) aTrz ~ 7 ~  e _ -~-- i.y) e z(~z-y)t, 
the integral over the first three terms in (A.4.4) can be rewritten as 
; /: /" /o-" dk k~ (Ikl) e *k* = dk ~(k)e -i~z + dk kV(k)e ikx + dk kV(k) [e -~kx +eikX]. (A.4.6) (30  O0 - -  00
The calculation of the first two integrals in the right-hand side of (A.4.6) gives 
oooo dk~(k)e-ikx + oo dk~II(k)eikX = -27riAu~e -~(~-e~)(t-I~l), Ix[ < t. 
The integral over k' in (A.4.4) may be expressed as 
~-oo A2 ,Vk,[2 Au~ 3 foOOdyeiyt dwk, - - -  e-'°~'t = E cn (A.4.S) 
r l+(~v)rF(~v) ~,  - ~ + i0 ~=~ 0 y + w~' 
where an are generally complex numbers of at least first-order in A, and Wl,2 = D±i~/, w3 = wk-iO. 
Each integral in (A.4.8) can be expanded in a series since Re wn > 0, and consequently, the 
poles wn of the integrand are away from the integration contour. Then, we have the asymptotic 
expansion 
f .  + w,. ~ ( - i :  - !" (A'4'9) 
rn~l  
The last term in the right-hand side of (A.4.6) may be expanded like (A.4.9) due to the same 
fact--poles of integrand in fo  °° dkk~(k)[e -~  + e ~]  are away from the contour of integration. 
Each of the terms in (A.4.9) along with those from the expansion of fo  °° dkkV(k)[e -ik~ + e ik~] 
gives a contribution O(A)/t m (m = 1, 2 . . . .  ) into (A.4.4). Except for very short and very long 
times, it is negligible compared to the pole effect (A.4.7) inside the light cone region Ixl < t. 
Corrections, coming from these terms, are known as the "long tail effect". 
Substituting (A.4.7) into (A.4.4), we come to the desired result (7.6). 
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A.4.2. Density Function for the Case of the Nonzero External Field 
Calculations are similar to those in the previous section. Substitution of (5.7) into (5.3) gives 
/7/? ~10)(x,~) = dk~k' (11af(t)aF+(~)ll) e'(k-k')" (3O (3O 
= ~ dk Tl_(w, ) (A.4.10) 
f~ ,x21~,k,i 2 ~V;¢(Wk,,t ) ~ e ikx 2. 
+ oo dk' 71+(wk,)Ti_(Wk,) ~k,-----~k-'fiTO] 
The calculation of the inner integral in (A.4.10) over k' in the pole approximation i  analogy to 
Section A.4.1 (see (A.4.2),(A.4.3)) gives 
v + (~k,),7- (~,k,) ~k, : ~ + io \ ~-T - -5  + ~k, 
=-Au i (~; - _~7~-~)+ ~l+(wk)~l_(Wk) 7 .  (A.4.11) 
Substitution of (A.4.11) into (A.4.10), and subsequent pole approximation integration over k as 
in (A.4.4)-(A.4.7) gives us (7.8). 
APPENDIX  5 
CALCULAT ION OF  THE DENSITY  FUNCTION OF  
THE EMITTED F IELD- -THREE-D IMENSIONAL CASE 
A.5.1. Density Function for the Friedrichs Model 
In this case, (7.3) together with (7.5) gives us in analogy to (A.4.1): 
fi~)(t,x) = 9~k dk fk, dk' (lla~,+(t)aF(t)ll)e '(k-k')x 
\n-(w~) (A.5.1) 
I r" + dk' A* luk. [ 2 Au~ e_~,.t~ e~kX , ~+(~k,)~-(wk,)  ~k' -- ~k + i0 ] 
Since the inner integrand in (A.5.1) depends only on wk, = Ik'h and consequently, is an even 
function of k', it is convenient to use the spherical coordinate system 
~ dk' A2 I~'k' [2 Au~ e_~k.t 
= dwk, dOdCw~, sin0. +, -~h,t (A.5.2) 
.Io #o #o w~, - wk + iO e 
,]'00 ~ . J . . .2  ,~2 i~,~,l 2 Au; _~,,,,,.,~ 
= 4~r a~,  ~,  +, - -  ~ , - ~ + i0 e , 
where in the first equality, we used the explicit form of the Jacobian for spherical coordinate 
frame: J = [k'[ ~ sin 0. We can further rewrite (A.5.2) as 
~+(~, )~- (~, )  ~ ,  - ~ + i0 
oo V+(~, )V - (~, )  ~ , - -~  + ~0 
f -~¢ d,.,,k, ,.,,2, A 2 I~'~' I ~ A~,; _~,,,.,~ + 4z" V+(~, )~- (~, )  ~ ,  _-~'--~ + iO e • ;0 
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The evaluation of the first integral in the right-hand side of (A.5.3) can be easily done 
/° 4~r dwk, w~, AS luk' [2 Au~¢ - i~,  t 
_~ r/+(wk,)r/- (wk,) wk, - wk + iO e 
(Au lukl2 Au;w~ e-~k' + A~ 1~12 (~ - iV) 2 Au; e_~(~_~)t/ ' (A.5.4) 18~2 i 
/ 
where we closed the contour in the lower half-plane C- ,  using the properties of r/±(wk) again 
(see Section A.4.1). 
Substituting (2.29a) into (A.5.4) and the latter into (A.5.2), we obtain for (A.5.3) 
~+(~, )~- (~k , )  ~k,  - wk + iO e-~"~k't ' (A.5.5) 
where 
//"* 
- o~ z + e - (A.5.6) 
Switching to spherical coordinate system in (A.5.5), we have for the first term 
~dkffl(wk,eit:X= fo°° fo2~r fo~rd~addpdOtv:sinOffl(~a)e~'lxlc°s° 
f = ~ d~ 
.tO (A.5.7) 
= fLdk 27rikk~(k) • [ e-'~'~' _ e,~,~,] 
+ f__j. -oo dwk --~,twk)2~riwk .... , [e_,~,lzl _ e~,l~l]. 
Using explicit form of ~(k) (A.5.6) and (2.29a), we can calculate the first integral in the right- 
hand side of (A.5.7) 
--~--ffl(k) e -iklxl - e iklzl = 4~r2ACvv*e-i(co-iT)(t-x) (A.5.8) 
The second integral in the right-hand side of (A.5.7), as well as the integration of the second term 
in (A.5.5), contribute only in the very short and long times inside the light cone, compared to 
(A.5.8) (see (A.4.8),(A.4.9), and relevant discussion). Substituting (A.5.8) into (A.5.5), we come 
to the desired result (7.6a). 
A.5 .2 .  Dens i ty  Funct ion for the Case of Nonzero Externa l  Field 
Calculations are similar to those in Section A.5 .1 .  
fho,(t,x) :/f~,~, dkdk' <lla:(t)a~,+(t)ll>e i(k-a',x : As8w J-oof°° dk (A ,~(wk,  t ) __  r/- (~va) 
The inner integral in the pole approximation gives 
J£0 ~ ~0 ~r A2 ,uk,[ 2 Av~.(w,,,t) oo 2,~ dk' dd~ dO co 2, sin 0 + 
r~ (w~,)O-( , .o~,)  ~,  - ~ + i0  
=_2~rAu~ [( o-iv)2"(~o-i% t) 4riA~l",lZw:'(wk,t)] (-~ _-- ~-~/-~ + . (A.5.10) 
.+(~)n-(~) 
Substitution of (A.5.10) into (A.5.9), and a subsequent i egration i  the pole approximation 
analogous to(A.5.7), leads to (7.8a). 
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